
Accurate, Superior, Affordable  

The cutting-edge lightweight LED technology of the Avocor E series interactive displays combines 
first-to-market 2mm optically bonded glass with a 4K IR interactive display. The E series delivers ultra-
fast 20-points of touch using Avocor Intelligent Touch, the functionality to insert an OPS unit as well as 

the Connect and Control bar at the bottom of the screen.

Lightweight and

slimline design

The new Avocor E series interactive

display represents the very latest in

lightweight LED technology with an

exceptionally slim bezel design,
creating an aesthetically pleasing

finish on a lightweight display with no
heavy duty wall mounting needed.

Ultra-fast 20-points

of touch

Encourage collaboration with ultra-fast

20-points of touch using Avocor
Intelligent Touch. Immediately
experience the superior writing

capabilities as well as the benefits of
simultaneous annotation, enhancing

group collaboration. The display has also
been optimized for Windows 10 by

including the edge swipe functionality,
while the anti-glare and anti-fingerprint
glass provides an exceptionally smooth

and natural writing experience.

Pen Aware functionality with

a fine-tip passive pen
Experience superb pen performance

while inking and writing with the 3mm
tipped passive pen. Avocor Intelligent
Touch can precisely recognize the size

of the object touching it differentiating

between a pen, finger or palm. Utilize
the popular Microsoft ‘in-app’ inking

features within your day-to-day

applications including Word,
PowerPoint, EDGE, Avocor Note by

Nureva and many other apps.

2mm optically bonded

glass on a 4K IR display

The E series is the first interactive display
on the market which integrates 2mm

optically bonded glass into a 4K IR display
producing a visually stunning interactive

experience with increased brightness and

contrast. With no gap between the glass
and the display, parallax is eliminated

giving users a pixel-perfect touch

experience and a superior accuracy pen

performance.

OPS slot functionality

Additional functionalities can be added

onto this display with the OPS slot that
complies with Intel’s international
standard for Slot in PCs and works

seamlessly with Avocor’s range of OPS
units. The OPS slot also enables users to
add a PC which conforms to their own

settings for firewall and security.

Connectivity Options
Boasting a range of digital connectivity

options, the E series provides a wide
range of options to connect 3rd party
devices. These include 2 x HDMI, 1 x

DisplayPort, 1 x USB Hub, Room control
and a Room automation system can be

used via the RS-232 port.

Control bar 

The Control bar brings simplicity to the

front of the display by providing the

ability to easily switch input sources

without having to use the remote

control. The E series also includes 20W of
front facing speakers built with custom
housing to deliver an increased crisp

audio experience.


